
From the year of Pig to year of Rat with certain achievements! 

 

Next year a magazine will already mark it 10 annual anniversaries from the 

beginning of output first to the number. It is much it or not enough? Presumably it is 

follows to decide our readers. But, if it is measure the existence of some similar editions 

for years, then it is possible to assert that we went after and outdrove some of them, 

which already dripped in nonexistence. It is having regard that the year of Rat promises 

to us new scientific achievements, successes, interesting and bright changes to the best, 

however we are proud of those achievements that brought a passing year us, and led to 

positive of our activity very important results which allow with definiteness to look 

forward.  

Probably, our readers already get attention to changes in initial information of our 

magazine, in obedience to the decision of the October collegiums of Ministry of 

education and science of Ukraine, which included and confirmed regulations of this 

edition, which is now included in "List of scientific professional editions of Ukraine" 

which is in the category of "B". Therefore we sincerely thanks: 1) to all members 

(domestic and foreign) editorial boards of magazine, which provided implementation of 

all formal requirements in relation to passing to the category of "B"; 2) to our readers 

and authors which allowed to heave up the highly professional articles the level of 

magazine on the higher stage; 3) to all reviewers, conscious and irresponsible opponents 

which was attached to the improvement of composition of the articles of magazine, its 

professional filling and aspiration, and compel us to be in a permanent creative search in 

relation to the improvement of the editorial activity; 4) colleagues from other science 

and practical, economic editions, which supported us by an equal, whimsical 

competition at the market of educational, professional and scientific services, and did 

not give to lose the that rate of movement, that we collected the first to the number 

magazine from the beginning of output; 5) our opponents and members of the 

opposition, which toward us only negative reviews and inattentive attitude and compel 

us more thoroughly and to be perfection and to prepare the next barriers, that, implicitly, 

constantly appear during our forward movement; and also 6) all our supporters which 

are always ready to offer hand to us help and to support in difficult times with anything! 

Surely, we do not plan to stand in place, but aspire to permanent self-perfection and 

invite all accept the direct participating in this activity, attached to the submission of 

new scientific and professional achievements. 

And let the next year of Rat bring to all us only sufficiency, realization of all our 

hopes and desire to use our science and practical, pedagogical potential not only on the 

self benefit but also for further progressive development of our country. Let finally will 

come to all us all the peace, calmness and stability in our house. 
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